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Abstract
Visualizations are included in documents as augmentation to text and they become more intuitive if readers have the ability
to interact with them. Modern web technologies facilitate the development of interactive documents including both text and
visualizations. The aim of this research it to explore the design space of possible visualization–text linking and interactions
based on various triggers such as mouse events. We describe a framework that takes text containing markup, a related dataset,
and a configuration file as inputs and produces an interactive document. The resulting document provides interactions such
as details on demand, visual highlighting and comparison, and bushing-and-linking. In addition to regular sized graphics, the
use of word-sized graphics or sparklines presents related content in view-focus of the reader. Finally, an illustrative example is
presented to showcase the approach.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Visualization application domains; Information visualization;

1. Introduction

Graphics and visualizations are integral part of text documents. Fig-
ures are used to illustrate complex ideas, whereas visualizations are
produced to convey data. Conventionally, graphics are placed in a
dedicated space and there is no interactive linking between text and
graphics. Readers have to flip back and forth through the pages to
explore the cross references between text and corresponding graph-
ics, which may lead to a split-attention effect [SAK11]. In contrast,
interactive documents can make the linking easier to explore and
clarify on the relationship of textual and graphical content.

To reduce the split-attention effect, Beck and Weiskopf [BW17]
propose the coherent integration of sparklines in scientific texts.
Sparklines, introduced by Tufte [Tuf06], are small visualizations
of typographical resolution. They are produced at the height of a
word and can be completely embedded in text. For instance, the
sparkline 65

45 shows variation in crude oil prices (USD per
barrel) during 2017.

This work focuses on the contextual linking of text and interac-
tive graphics, including but not limited to sparklines. The proposed
framework allows reading a text file including specific markups
alongside data and a configuration file to produce interactive web
documents. The main contributions of this paper are: (i) a system-
atic way to produce interactive visualization–text linking and (ii)
the integration of text, sparklines, and large-scale figures into one
coherent unit. We exploit the flexibility of web technologies, specif-
ically HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and the charting library Chartist.js,
for the implementation of our framework.

2. Related Work

This work can be considered as an extension of Beck and
Weiskopf’s work [BW17], which discusses various levels of in-
teractivity (local and global interactions) and interaction patterns
(details-on-demand and visualization–text interaction) for combi-
nation of text and visualization. It is also closely related to the
work of Goffin et al. [GWFI15], which describes where, when, and
how to trigger interactions for a text document containing embed-
ded word-sized visualizations. The afore-mentioned works provide
a theoretical basis and design space for producing interactive link-
ing between text and word-sized graphics. Our framework instan-
tiates and refines these foundations as well as provides a technical
solution.

With respect to designing interactive documents, Chang et
al. [CMZI98] discuss the inclusion of supporting material (ex-
planatory notes, detailed derivations, and illustrations) in addition
to the primary content as annotations or details on demand. Vic-
tor [Vic18] presents the idea of reactive documents that supports
the addition of contextual information on demand based on certain
triggers (keypress or mouse event). However, these systems do not
offer any visualization–text interactions.

3. Framework

The proposed framework aims at providing an abstract way of link-
ing text to visualizations through the use of markups. Interactive
visualizations can be defined in a declarative way without any pro-
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Figure 1: Conceptual diagram: input text (including markups) is parsed to identify plain text and entities (linked text , sparklines ,
and figures ). Links associate text to sparklines and/or figures. The central module generates interactively linked entities integrating
the data. The appearance of sparklines, figures, and output (interactive document) is defined in the style sheet. The reader can interact with
the produced document by using mouse actions (triggers).

gramming. Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of our frame-
work. The objectives of our model are:

• Reading text document and parsing markups for producing enti-
ties and interactions.

• Loading and parsing tabular data.
• Generating sparklines and large-scale visualizations from data.
• Creating interactive links between text and visualizations.
• Configuring the visual appearance of graphics and output docu-

ment as defined in a style sheet.

3.1. Entities

We define entity as an independent interactive element. Each entity
is specified in the input text using specific markup as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Linked texts are the text fragments that serve as interactive
links, sparklines are interactive word-sized graphics, and figures
are interactive large-scale visualizations with axis, labels, legends,
and titles.

3.2. Data and Visualizations

The content of a sample data file is shown in Table 1. The val-
ues in a data series should be numeric and may contain negative
as well as floating point values. Unique identifiers of data tables
and data rows are used by the sparklines and figures to bind spe-
cific data row to corresponding visualizations. Moreover, in case
of a figure, these identifiers are used to dynamically generate leg-
ends as the content of figure keeps on changing with interactions.
Visualizations are produced in a declarative way. For instance, the
following code snippet plots the data located in “Population” table
with identifier “1950” as a large bar chart and assigns it an ID of
“urbanDefault”.

Table 1: Data file may contain multiple data tables. Table name ,
units , categories , and data series (row) identifiers .

Population

% World Africa Asia Europe L. America N. America

1950 29 15 17 51 42 64
2007 49 37 41 72 76 79
2030 60 51 54 78 84 87

<nc-figure data-option="id: urbanDefault; table: population; series: 1950; 
charttype: bar">
</nc-figure>

Sparklines are specified in a similar manner. In the generated
document, every sparkline is presented with a soft gray background
to mark its dimensions. The default height of the sparkline, as de-
fined in a style sheet, is slightly larger than the height of characters
in the document. The range (min and max) of data is depicted on
the right of the sparkline (e.g., ). The visual appearance of
the graphics and text (aspect ratio, colors, and fonts) can be man-
aged via the CSS style sheet. All examples in the paper use our
default style sheet.

3.3. Links

Links are used to establish interactive associations between text and
graphics (sparklines and figures). The ID of a graphic is used by
a link to associate it with linked text. Links use filter functions to
select and visually highlight the elements of a visualization. Table 2
shows the syntax and examples of filter functions. We define link
as a tuple L = (T,V, f , I) where V = {v1,v2, . . . ,vn} is set of all the
generated graphics and vi is either of type sparkline or figure. T is
the linked text to which any subset of V is associated. Filter function
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Table 2: Syntax, description, and examples of filter functions.

Filter Description Example

Filter by Index
first, last Select first/last value in

the data series
Monday 17

0 will be sunny
but little cold.

slice(begin,end) Select a range of val-
ues

Weather is expected to be
pleasant on weekend 17

0

index(i,j,...) Select values having in-
dices i, j, ...

Tuesday 17
0 will be the

warmest day of the week

Filter by Value
min, max Select minimum/maxi-

mum value
Wednesday 17

0 will be
the coldest day of the week

larger(N),
smaller(N)

Select value(s) that are
larger/smaller than N

Weather will be nice on Tuesday
and Sunday 17

0

equals(N) Select value(s) that
equal(s) N

Friday 17
0 will be cold

with 5oC

f is applied to data series si j ∈ Si = (si1,si2, . . . ,sim), where Si is
the sequence of data values in the i-th row identified by label I. The
corresponding data table is identified from the associated figure or
sparkline. As an example, the link

L = (“29%”, {1950to2030,urbanDe f ault}, index(0),1950)

associates first value of data series 1950 in sparkline 1950to2030
and figure urbanDe f ault to the text fragment “29%”. The function
index(0) returns the first value of data row with identifier “1950”
(shown in Table 1). The Link is specified in the input file as:

<nc-link data-option="chart: 1950to2030, urbanDefault; series: 1950; filter: 
index(0)"> 29% </nc-link>

All the sparklines and figures associated with the same linked
text should have the same data series, otherwise the data series
specified by the link is overwritten and shown in all the associated
graphics when a trigger is applied.

3.4. Triggers and Interactions

We define triggers as the user actions (such as mouse enter, mouse
leave, and mouse click) that call for an interaction. There is a
unique callback function for each trigger and the resulting interac-
tion depends on the source entity to which the trigger is applied—
the same triggering event applied to different entities can result in
different interactions. For instance, mouse hover on a linked text
loads two data series in the same figure for comparison purposes
and the same event applied to sparkline or figure brings up the de-
tails on demand. Clicking on the linked text switches content from
one data view to another in the associated sparklines and figures.
An overview of the supported triggers is provided in Table 3. Cur-
rently, it is not possible to specify other triggers in the input text
file as markup.

In accordance with Beck and Weiskopf [BW17], we offer lo-
cal interactions such as details on demand and global interactions
that involve linking of multiple instances of sparklines and figures.
Keeping in view the standard reading strategy (reading the docu-
ment sequentially and examine figures as they appear in the text),
we restrict ourselves to link text to graphics and not vice versa. For
the layout transition from document-centric to visualization-centric
view [GWFI15], we use the in-place transition—dimensions of

Table 3: Triggering events and their effects on entities.

Trigger Event Mouse Enter Mouse Enter Mouse Leave Mouse Click
Source Entity Sparkline/Figure Linked Text Linked Text Linked Text

Effect

sparklines remain unchanged and extend it by including figures in
a dedicated space. The visual effects (highlight color, font, and text
size) of the interactions can be customized easily using the style
sheet. The details-on-demand interaction is always present whereas
the global interactions (visual highlighting, visual comparison, and
content switching) need to be specified as links.

Details on Demand: A simple interaction for increasing the read-
ability of a document is to offer details on demand. We present
details on demand as an overlaid tool-tip showing more details
about the data encoded by visual elements of a sparkline or figure.
This interaction is activated by mouse enter and persists as long as
mouse is hovering on the item.

Visual Highlighting: This interaction corresponds to visually
highlighting the graphic elements that are relevant to a specific
context and are associated with a linked text. Mouse hover over
linked text highlights the corresponding visual elements in asso-
ciated sparklines and figures in color. The selection of visual ele-
ments for highlighting is carried out through the use of filter func-
tions.

Visual Comparison and Content Switching: Interactive docu-
ments provide flexibility to display information for visual compar-
ison in space-efficient way. A Visual comparison interaction corre-
sponds to displaying two datasets in the same figure and provides
the possibility to compare variables that have caught the reader’s
attention. For instance, the sparkline shows the compara-
tive view of two variables. It is linked to mouse enter and is non-
persistent—the second variable (shown in green) stays as long as
mouse is hovering on the corresponding linked text). In contrast, a
content switching interaction changes the content of the figure to
the new data series and is activated on mouse click.

4. Interactive Example

We now demonstrate an example of an interactive document (see
also http://vti-example.fbeck.com). For the sake of clarity, we have
used a simple dataset [Bur17]. Figure 2 presents an interactive one-
page document generated with our framework whereas Figure 3
shows the partial content of the input file that produced it. The doc-
ument describes the change in World’s overall urban population and
among five continents (Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin American and
North America) during the years 1950, 2007, and 2030 (projected
value). Linked texts are produced in boldface letters to distinguish
them from the rest of the text. Sparklines are placed next to the text
and a figure is produced in a dedicated area on the page.

Figure 2A shows the effect of hovering mouse on the text “60%”
and, as a result, corresponding graphical elements in both the
sparkline and the figure are highlighted. On page load, the data
corresponding to year 2030 is plotted in the figure. By hovering
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Figure 2: An interactive document produced with our framework. Various interactions along with the corresponding triggers are shown on
either side of the document (A–D).

mouse on the text “1950”, the related data series is loaded on top of
the previous data as shown in Figure 2B. The new data is shown in
lighter shade of green and provides the comparative view. Also, the
content of the sparkline (next to year 1950 in Figure 2B) reflects
this interaction because it is associated to the linked text “1950”.
Details on demand are displayed as a tool-tip when mouse is hov-
ering on a certain element of sparkline. It shows the exact value
(in percentage) as seen in Figure 2C. Finally, Figure 2D shows the
effect of clicking on the text “2030”: the content in the figure is
switched to the data corresponding to year 2030.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

We presented a framework for producing interactive web doc-
uments that supports visualizations–text interactions. It provides
readers the option to explore relevant parts of visualizations as
they read through the text. The availability of filter functions facil-
itates the author of the interactive document to link specific text to
graphic elements. Our current implementation supports only inter-
active versions of bar and line charts as word-sized as well as large-
scale visualizations. The support of solely numerical data with cat-
egorical variables is another limitation. Producing PDF documents
following a similar procedure is possible, but the limited support
for interactions would restrict visualization–text linking.

We believe that this work can serve as starting point and open up
new possibilities to develop interactive data-driven web documents
with greater ease. Inclusion of more data and visualization types,
and addition of more filter functions would be the next extensions
of this work. The realization of an integrated development environ-
ment with rich graphical user interface for producing interactive
documents is a potential future direction for this research.
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<nc-figure data-option="id: urbanDefault; table: population; series: 1950; charttype: 
bar">
</nc-figure>
<p>

The above bar chart presents the world population (percentage) in urban areas
during the year <nc-link data-option="chart: urbanDefault,1950s; series:
1950">1950</nc-link> <nc-sparkline data-option="id: 1950s; table: population;
series: 1950; charttype: bar"></nc-sparkline> and compares it with percentage
population in <nc-link data-option="chart: urbanDefault,1950s; series:
2007">2007</nc-link> and the projected percentage population in <nc-link data-
option="chart: urbanDefault,1950s; series: 2030">2030</nc-link>

</p>

Figure 3: Source code that produces figure and first interactive
paragraph in the interactive example shown in Figure 2.
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